One of our favorite traditions as Cruise Directors is walking through the ship and seeing stateroom doors filled with decorations. With a little pixie dust, now you can keep that tradition going and bring the spirit of Disney Cruise Line onshore and into your household. Use the directions below to turn one (or all!) of the doors in your home into replicas of a Disney Cruise Line “stateroom” door!

We have everything you need to decorate your stateroom door in one place. First, print out a stateroom door number (1998 in honor of the birth of Disney Cruise Line) and then print out your favorite Disney Cruise Line-inspired characters and décor to make your door truly unique. From Captain Mickey Mouse and Captain Minnie Mouse to beach-themed cutouts, let your imagination run wild as you use this fun artwork to re-create this Disney Cruise Line tradition in your household!
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AHoy!